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Algarve Sea Adventures (ASA) invite you to explore the Algarve in ways you might not have done yet 

but will definitely not forget. In partnership with the Surf Experience (TSE), we will support you with 

Ideas, accommodations, adrenaline service and a unique crew.

Algarve Sea Adventures in partnership with TSE provide 25 years of experience, sustainable surf 

tourisms and pure joy to their customers. 

TSE was the first foreign owned surf camp in the Algarve and has been providing premiere surf 

coaching in the past 25 years. ASA joined TSE as a creative partner in 2014 to expose the full 

potential of the Algarve apart from its premium surf beaches.

Let us have you relax, re-fuel, push boundaries with a unique and highly motivated crew. 

This is the Algarve Sea Adventure

We will support you with Ideas, Accomodations,  Adrenalien Service & Unique Crew.

HISTORIE
&

FEW WORDS



THE TEAM

Diploma: Tourism (St. Moritz 

Switzerland) 

Prior to ASA: Management of sport and 

distribution companies in Switzerland. 

Leading Sport Resorts and schools for 10 

years in France Marocco, Indonsesia and 

Portugal.

Current position: Management of 

biggest and oldest surf school in lagos.

These are the masterminds behind ASA. 
Highly educated and great experience in their field of work but most of they love what they 

do.

Prior to ASA: Founder of the first 

international Sport & water Tourism in 

Lagos/ Algrave 1990

Founder “ Associacao de escolas de surf

da costa vicentina”

Current position: Consulter for

international tourism in lagos

Diploma: German Sports College 

Cologne, Sport scientist Specialized in 

Leisure, Creation & Outdoorsports

Prior to ASA: Destination Management 

(VoyageReiseorganisation GmbH)

5 years’ Experience in Outdoor Camps,

Atlantic Coast, France. More than 10 

years of expierience In Teambuilding 

Events. Organizer / Developer and Team 

leader of various high class management 

and Teambuilding events. 

URS EMMENNEGGER DAGO LIPKE TOTO SCHULZ



HOW DO WE MAKE YOU HAPPY
The ingredients

Take perfect system of great 

synergies and add a small 

dose of innovation from great 

expierence. These add-ons are 

carefully chosen and completely 

reviewed before added. With the 

advantage of three different characters and three differnet 

backgrounds and three different views, we are able to find 

the best solution for you individually. There is always a 

solution.  If there is a problem which we can’t solve or a dream 

which we can’t realize the 

way we want, we will not 

hesitate and contact our 

network in the Algarve.  As 

we workerd before with 

TV Productions, Big Brand 

Events and Incentives we are aware of all points that are 

necessary to make your project as succesfull as it can get. 

For further Informations please feel free to get in contact 

with us. 

You ask what  shall i do ?  
And I Say:  Live life  wild and dangerous, 

Artur.

HAPPY
CUSTOMERExperience Innovation Unique Team



ACCOMODATION

We offer three different types 

of accommodation that do have 

one thing in common, you will 

always be satisfied with your 

choice!



Quinta
FORMOSINHO

Nature welcomes at The 

Quinta  Apartment Resort. 

This self-catering resort has 

8 Apartments for 

2-6 Pax each.



Vila
CATARINA

All inclusive service. Delishes 

Food prepared with love in a

quiet and relaxing 

atmosphere.

(max. 20PAX)



Vila
BELA LUZ

Perfect stay for Groups / 

Seminars and Workshops. 

Selfcatering seaview stay 

in walking distance to the 

ocean. 

(max. 18PAX)



TSE
The Surf Experience Portugal 
provides you with the local 
knowledge of 25 years 
experiences. 

Surfwise you will have all 
oportunities. From Beginner 
classes up to 56 persones in the 
same timeframe to personal 
coaching. They know what is 
possible and make it possible. 



ASA Algarve Sea 
Adventures
The Algarve provides multiple
options to make your day. We
know to ensure your unique
day.
We like to keep it special , we
provide special experiences
for the normal client. It’s
100% adrenalien for our
client but our daily business.
From Cliffclimbing & Deep
Water solo experiences,
Vertical Horizontal Safaris to
Groupdynamic Incentives.
We like to make your DAY
come true.



SURFLesson SURFGUIDING CLIMBLESSON
Day to week courses. Beginner 

to intermediate - we provide all 

the equipment and knowledge 

to make your day the most 

effective and enjoyable . With 

our 4x4  vehicle fleet - no swell 

will be out of range.

We provide a surfguide aka 

wave& forecast prophet - a 

tough & rough SurfCar -and the 

surf equipment you will need. 

Less driving more surfing. 

To all the people who never 

tried - GO VERTICAL. Climbing 

is the key to a healthy body 

& mind. Equipped by Black 

Diamond & Ocun and trained 

by our Climb Instructor you 

Start with A and you gonna feel 

Z in the end of the Day.



DWSBOATTRIP ACCOMODATION GROUPEIncentives
We will guide you with our 

motorboat to the DeepWaterS 

olo Cliffs (0-60 Feet). Equipped 

with our Climbing Shoes & 

Wetsuits you will climb till you 

limit your ascent...MAY THE 

FORCE BE WITH YOU, JOUNG 

DWS PADAVAN

Our Accomodations in Luz. 
We offer our Apartments LUZ 
T1 & T2 and the lovely Vila Bela 
Luz. For all who loves to decide 
what should be on the plate, 
tonight. Close to the beach & 
rest

You have to organize a special 

day for your company. It should 

be fun.. for everybody. We will 

have first Start Up meeting and 

check what you need than we 

gonna prepare an individual 

offer for you & your company. 

Let’s Try 
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